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separate analysis of erroneous calls alone does yield statistically sig
nificant evidence that call frequency was adjusted to target frequency. 

A question might still be raised as to whether this finding for 
errors alone resulted merely from inaccuracies in guessing the posi
tion of a symbol rather than from more global knowledge not per
taining to position. To answer that question, it is necessary to know 
whether the errors tended to occur principally in positions close to 
actual positions of the symbol called, and not in distant positions. 
Full analysis of the daita for that purpose would be very laborious, 
and the cost seems justified only for a richer body of data. However, 
analysis is easy for the special case of unique targets. The frequency 
of call for the unique targets at each possible distance from the actual 
location was tabulated, and no suggestion of systematic variation 
was found; if anything, frequency of erroneous calls near the target 
resembled the frequency of call at a distance more closely than would 
be expected by chance. There was a slight suggestion that erroneous 
calls were especially frequent just before the actual occurrence of the 
target, and especially rare just after. This difference ( comparing the 
two positions preceding with the two positions following the actual 
location of the unique target) is not qui,te significant at the 5 % level, 
however; and in view of its being one among many comparisons and 
not a part of any more general consistency, it seems likely to be an 
outcome of random variation. 

It may be concluded that ESP does not here operate exclusively 
by increasing correct placement of a fixed number of calls. It works in 
some way that involves a rather global and imprecise adjustment of 
call frequency to target frequency. May its operation reside only 
in such adjustment? To answer this question, one must consider 
whether the number of hits significantly exceeded the number to be 
expected simply from call frequency and target frequency. 

Did Hits Exceed the Number Predictable from Call Frequency and 
Target Frequency! 

Call frequency and target frequency for the five symbols may be 
used to calculate for each run the average number of hits to be ex
pected in the absence of any ESP beyond that implied by the observed 
adjustment of call frequencies to target frequencies. The formula used 
for this purpose, based on very simple and direct reasoning about 
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probabilities, is one presented by Stevens ( 1939). His terminology 
has been changed to make it easier to remember, with the number 
of cards in the run represented by N, the number of different card 
symbols by J, the target frequency and call frequency of any partic
ular symbol SJ by t1 and c1, respectively, and the expected number of 
hits in the run by H. The formula then is, 

1 J 

H=-
N 

I: t;c;.
J=l 

Application of this formula to each run and summation over the 360 
runs show that the most likely total number of hits, taking into 
account the adjustment of call frequency to target frequency, is 1,830, 
as indicated in item 9 of Table 1. This is 30 more than the most 

likely total calculated on the simpler assumption that five hits are 
on the average to be expected in each run of 25 cards ( item 7 of 
Table 1), an assumption that disregards the adjustment of call fre
quency to target frequency. The actual number of hits was 1,902. 
The question then is: Does the observed value of 1,902 differ sig

nificantly from the theoretical value of 1,830? 
To answer this question, the difference between the actual num

ber of hits and the theoretical value predictable from the target and 

call frequencies was calculated for each run. If the distribution of the 
360 differences does not deviate significantly from zero, there is no 

basis for confidently rejecting the possibility that in this experiment 
ESP operated entirely through adjustment of call frequencies to tar
get frequencies. The outcome is that the CR for the deviation of this 

mean difference from zero is 1.94, just short of the 5% level of sig
nificance. A parallel computation, done with the data analyzed sep
arately for each of the 25 combinations of target symbol and target 

frequency, gave a CR of 2.22 ( P < . 03) for the mean of 1,800 differ

ences. From these results no very confident inference can be drawn 
about performance under the particular conditions of the experiment. 
That ESP could operate by correct placement of calls as well as 
through indiscriminate adjustment of call frequencies to target fre
quencies is obvious, because in the many earlier experiments with 

balanced decks correct placement of calls has always been essential 

for demonstration of ESP. 
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sighting of the bottom card-though there is no reason to believe 
it occurred-might conceivably have favored positive results. If 
all these instances were set aside, might the strength of evidence 
for a psychic phenomenon be sufficiently reduced that it would 
no longer be statistically significant? To answer this question, the 
comparisons between call frequencies of symbols of opposite target 
frequencies were recalculated, now omitting all instances where the 
more frequent of the two symbols was on the bottom of the deck 
and considering for both symbols only the calls they received in 
positions 1 through 24. For the restricted set of 187 instances that 
remained and yielded a difference of call frequency between the sym
bol occurring in the deck once and the symbol occurring nine times, 
the already insignificant effect almost disappeared (95 differences 
in the predicted direction, 92 opposite). For the 215 instances that 
remained for the comparison between three and seven occurrences 
of the symbol in the deck, the effect remained significant (CR= 
2.86, P < .005), and the two sets of data pooled remained at least 
marginally significant (CR 2.24, P < .03). For the three-and
seven comparison, the observed relation was even stronger than be
fore; in 129 instances more calls were given to the symbol occurring 
seven times, and in only 86 instances were more calls given to the 
symbol occurring three times. 

The conclusion is that there is no evidence to support a sensory
leakage hypothesis for the subject's superior performance on the 
bottom card, and no evidence to support interpretation of excess 
hits on other cards as an indirect effect of sighting the bottom card. 
(The authors believe, however, that this hypothesis would better 
have been excluded initially by placing the deck on a pad before ex
posing it to the subject's view, as this procedure would not alter 
greatly the general atmosphere of the experiment.) 

2. The Top Card. The back of the top card of the target deck
was fully exposed to the subject. If he is capable of achieving hits 
by discriminating some feature of the backs of cards correlated with 
the symbol their face bears, this is the one card in each deck for 
which this aid was available. It is card 1, in the listing of hits we 
have provided for each position within the deck; as may be seen 
above, there were only 61 hits for the card in this position, below 
the chance expectancy of 72 hits in 360 trials. On this evidence alone 
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Here, too, there might be some grasp of the predominance of certain 
kinds of card, perhaps quite independent of the simultaneous regis
tration of the exact location of one or two particular cards ; exact 
information might be especially likely to be picked up at the two ends 
of the array, too, as so commonly appears in studies of clairvoyance. 

Instead of considering ESP to include an intrinsically global 
process, an alternative, as already noted, is to view it as directed 
always at gaining precise information, with the precision being at 
times obscured by error. This alternative would lead to the predic
tion that the erroneous calls of a symbol would cluster around the 
deck positions at which the symbol actually occurred. The hypothesis 
that ESP includes a very diffuse or global process, on the other hand, 
might predict that the erroneous calls of a symbol would tend to be 
scattered evenly through all the deck positions in which the symbol 
does not occur. So far as analyses were carried, the data conform 
to the latter prediction, not to the former. This outcome is consistent, 
too, with the fact that the subject's statements and the quantitative 
results gave no suggestion that exact frequencies were ever detected. 

A puzzling feature of the findings is that evidence for adjustment 
of call frequency to target frequency was concentrated, both for all 
calls and for erroneous calls separately,.at the less extreme variations 
of frequency ( 3 and 7 cards per 25), and was almost lacking at the 
most extreme variations ( 1 and 9 cards per 25). Only future research 
will show whether this is a general finding or is peculiar to this body 
of data. If it turns out to be a general finding, the results for the 
symbol occurring only once in a deck might be seen as conforming 
to the initial expectation that a unique symbol would have special 
distinctiveness; that is, if the unique symbol is more likely to be 
registered by a psi process than is the symbol occurring three times, 
one might expect the former to be more frequently called and pro
portionally, more frequently hit, than the latter; and the trend of the 
data was in that direction. It would be harder to find a possible ex
planation for the trend the data show for the symbol occurring nine 
times to be called less often than the symbol occurring seven times. 

The procedures used here did not yield data pertinent to the 
mathematical models that Scott ( 1961) presented as a special rea
son for experimenting with unbalanced decks. Yet the wealth of 
questions that can be raised and partly answered with the present 






